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Abstract
A model�based control scheme is designed to regu�

late the cylinder air charge of a camless multicylinder
engine for unthrottled operation� The controller con�
sists of a feedforward and an adaptive feedback scheme
based on a control�oriented model of the breathing process
of an engine equipped with electro�hydraulic springless
valve�train� The nonlinear control scheme is designed to
achieve cylinder�to�cylinder balancing� fast cycle�to�cycle
response� and minimization of pumping losses� The al�
gorithm uses conventional sensor measurements of intake
manifold pressure and mass air �ow to the intake mani�
fold� and intake valve duration measurement� Closed loop
simulation results are shown for a four cylinder engine�

� Introduction
In this paper we develop an adaptive controller for a

camless engine equipped with electro�hydraulic springless
valvetrain� The scheme amounts to control electronically
the air �ow into each cylinder using individual intake valve
actuation� This results in decoupling the driver from the
engine and allows better optimization over a wide oper�
ating range based on pedal position and estimated torque
demand� Pumping losses are signi�cantly reduced because
conventional engine throttling is eliminated and replaced
by early valve closing or valve lift control whenever nec�
essary� Eliminating the slow intake manifold �lling dy�
namics leads to faster breathing characteristics and can
potentially increase the transient torque performance�

The major challenge in camless operation of a spark
ignition engine is controlling the cylinder air charge
rapidly and accurately based on conventional measure�
ments� The feedback controller has to ensure regulation
of the air charge trapped in the cylinders in order to be
seamlessly integrated with the air�to�fuel ratio and spark
timing control algorithms of a conventional engine man�
agement system� Speci�cally� the di�culty in controlling
camless cylinder air charge arises from the following issues�
Firstly� the controller has to correctly balance cylinder�to�
cylinder variations and� at the same time� provide correc�
tion for slowly varying parameters in the engine and valve�
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train components� Secondly� cylinder�to�cylinder control
must be achieved using conventional engine sensors such
as temperature� pressure� and �ow into the intake mani�
fold�

The developed controller addresses these two issues� It
employs an adaptive feedforward scheme that regulates in�
dividual intake valve lift �IV L� and intake valve duration
�IV D� based on mass air �ow and intake manifold pres�
sure measurements� The feedforward controller ensures
fast tracking response of the cylinder air charge demand�
The desired cylinder air charge �mdes� that the variable
valve controller must track can be speci�ed by a nonlinear
function of the pedal position and engine speed as shown
in Figure 	� As Figure 	 shows� the controller consists of
�i� a feedforward controller C� �ii� cylinder air charge esti�
mator� and �iii� on�line parameter estimator� The adapta�
tion enables robust cylinder�to�cylinder and cycle�to�cycle
operation
 it is based on the individual cylinder air charge
estimation using existing intake manifold measurements�
Furthermore� the controller minimizes pumping losses by
choosing an appropriate combination of IV L and IV D�
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Figure 	� Block diagram of the adaptive feedforward control
scheme�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section � we
derive the optimum steady�state values for lift and du�
ration that minimize pumping losses� The feedforward
controller� C� uses the desired cylinder air charge� mdes�
to calculate the control signals� ul and ud to the actuators

	



as described in Section �� The electro�hydraulic actuators
provide to the engine an intake valve lift vl and duration
vd� which in general� are dierent from the control com�
mand �ul� ud�� The controller objective is to ensure that
the real engine cylinder air charge is equal to the desired
cylinder air charge� while minimizing the pumping loss�
The available measurements from the engine are the man�
ifold pressure� pm� the mass air �ow through the throttle�
�m�� and the actual intake valve duration� vd� These three
measurements are used to get an estimate of the cylinder
air charge� �m� as described in subsection �� The on�line pa�
rameter estimator uses the estimated cylinder air charge�
�m� to adapt the controller parameters� ��

� Optimization
The feedforward controller is based on the mean�value

cylinder breathing characteristics developed in Part I� It
calculates the control signals� namely� intake valve lift� ul�
and duration� ud� to satisfy the cylinder air charge de�
mand� mdes� and to minimize the speci�c pumping losses�
e� The desired cylinder air charge �mdes� that the engine
controller must track can be speci�ed by a nonlinear func�
tion of the pedal position and engine speed as shown in
Figure 	� This function is usually called �Demand Map�

and is developed by experienced drivers and calibrators�
In Part I� it is shown that the cylinder air charge �m��

and the corresponding speci�c pumping losses �e� at con�
stant engine speed can be expressed as

m�t� �T � � Fm�ul�t�� ud�t��
e�t� �T � � Fe�ul�t�� ud�t���

�	�

using the nominal cylinder air charge� F o
m� and speci�c

pumping loss� F o
e � at the speci�c engine speed� Using

the Fm surface we �nd the set� Sm� of lift and duration
commands that satis�es the cylinder air charge demand�
mdes� as shown in �Ashhab et al�� 	�����

Sm � �uml � u
m
d � such that Fm�uml � u

m
d � � mdes�

���

To illustrate the above mechanism� consider the intersec�
tion of the mdes plane with the Fm surface as shown in
Figure �� The curve in the ul and ud plane in Figure �
shows the selected uml and umd in response to a command
mdes � ��� g per intake event� The curve marked by ��o��
in Figure � shows the projection of Sm on the Fe surface
and indicates the corresponding pumping losses� It is ev�
ident that as umd decreases in Sm � uml has to increase to
maintain constant cylinder air charge � the pumping loss
decreases� Therefore� the pair u � �uml � u

m
d � that satis�es

mdes and minimizes the pumping loss approaches ��� ��
which is obviously infeasible to attain and unrealistic to
ask�

There are two considerations that when taken into ac�
count prevent uml from being very large and umd from being
very small� Firstly� sensitivity analysis of the performance

variables to the intake valve lift performed in �Ashhab et
al�� 	���� and observation of the surfaces Fm and Fe in
Figures � and � show that cylinder air charge and pumping
loss are insensitive to changes in the lift for large values of
lift� In Part I� we baptized this eect as �lift saturation��
It denotes the reduced actuator authority for large val�
ues of lift� From a control design perspective there is no
bene�t from increasing uml beyond this saturation value�
ulsat � even if it is feasible from physical considerations�
The value of ulsat depends on engine speed �N �� namely�
ulsat is an increasing function of speed� For simplicity� we
assume that ulsat is constant for all engine speeds� This
introduces an upper bound for the lift command

uml � ulsat � ���
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Figure �� Cylinder air charge requirements and optimality
constraints for operation at ���� rpm�
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Figure �� Pumping loss minimization at ���� rpm�

Recall here that the electro�hydraulic energy required
by the springless actuator increases with valve lift� which

�



is a fact that reinforces our strategy for not requiring large
lift commands� A suitable value for ulsat for the engine
speci�cations in this work is � mm�

Secondly� analytical and experimental work in �Urata
et al�� 	���
 Voget et al�� 	���� show that engine opera�
tion with early valve closing is often coupled with com�
bustion problems because small valve duration inhibits
mixing and reduces signi�cantly the mixture temperature
during expansion� In addition� there is a severe tradeo
between small valve duration and quiet seating �Schechter
and Levin� 	����� To maintain stable combustion and low
noise levels we introduce a lower bound for the duration
command

umd � udsat � ���

A reasonable value for the minimum valve duration is as�
sumed to be udsat � ��o�

The constraints ��� and ��� are shown by the �L�
shape marked by ��� in the �ul� ud� plane in Figures �
and �� We de�ne the cylinder air charge at �ulsat � udsat�
as the critical cylinder air charge� mcr � Fm�ulsat � udsat��
Note that if mdes � mcr then the pair �ul� ud� that min�
imizes the pumping loss under the constraints ��� and
��� is �ul� udsat� with ul � ulsat � On the other hand�
if mdes � mcr then the pair �ul� ud� that minimizes the
pumping loss is �ulsat � ud� with ud � udsat� In Figure ��
mdes � ��� g is larger than mcr � ���� g� The intersec�
tion of Sm with the given constraints provides the pair
u � ��mm� 	��o� that results in the minimum pumping
loss�

� Adaptive Feedforward Controller
The feedforward controller selects the pair u � �ul� ud�

that satis�es the desired cylinder air charge mdes and
belongs to the �L� shaped set� A look�up table using
data from the nominal simulation engine model or ex�
perimental data can be used to realize the feedforward
scheme described above� The drawback associated with
this approach stems from the need to adapt the feedfor�
ward controller in order to count for engine parameter
variations and uncertainty� To this end� we parameterize
the cylinder air charge data using a �nite basis function
�i� i � 	� � � � �m� With slight abuse of notation and for
simplicity� we use two arguments for the real breathing
characterization� m � Fm�ul� ud�� and three arguments
for its �nite basis approximation� m � Fm�ul� ud� ���

Fm�ul� ud� �� � �T �ul� ud�� �
���ul� ud��� � ���ul� ud��� � � � �� �m�ul� ud��m� ���

The known functions �i� i � 	� � � � �m� of ul and ud are
called the regression variables� The vector parameter �

is determined such that the dierence between the cylin�
der air charge computed using equation ��� and the real
cylinder air charge is minimum in the least squares sense�

We initialize the parameter � � �o based on the nominal
cylinder air charge at 	��� RPM� F o

m� such that�

F o
m�ul� ud� � Fm�ul� ud� �

o� � �T �ul� ud��
o

� ���ul� ud��
o
� � ���ul� ud��

o
� � � � �� �m�ul� ud��

o
m� ���

Real�time estimation of � based on engine measurements
enables adaptation of the function Fm�ul� ud� ��� This will
be discussed in the On�Line Parameter Estimation sec�
tion� Because of the �nite dimension of our basis func�
tion� the adaptation algorithm cannot in general guaran�
tee convergence to the real cylinder breathing character�
istics �m � Fm�ul� ud� ����

Based on the estimated parameter � we de�ne the
cylinder air charge that corresponds to the upper bound of
lift and the lower bound of duration as gd�ud� and gl�ul��
equivalently�

gd�ud� �� Fm�ulsat � ud� �� and gl�ul� �� Fm�ul� udsat� ���
���

The feedforward controller can be written as

C�mdes� �� �

�ul� ud� �

�
�ulsat � g

��
d �mdes�� if mdes � mcr

�g��
l �mdes�� udsat� if mdes � mcr

�
���

where� the inverse functions g��d and g��l are implemented
using nonlinear root �nding techniques�

��� On�line Parameter Estimation
The feedforward controller is a linear function of the

parameter � which can be estimated on�line assuming
cylinder air charge measurements � �m�� The estimation
is needed in adjusting the feedforward controller to com�
pensate for variations in the individual camless valvetrain
actuators and engine component characteristics� Sources
of parameter variations can be summarized as follows�
� The characteristics �slopes� closing� opening� and

seating� of the electro�hydraulic springless actuators
depend on component size variations� oil viscosity�
temperature and oil�air contents�

� The intake valve eective area �Av� depends on de�
posits and wear�

� The geometric parameters of the engine tend to be
uncertain due to manufacturing errors and tolerances�

� Variations in temperature and engine speed aect the
cylinder breathing characteristics� The feedforward
controller has been developed for constant tempera�
ture and engine speed�

� Flow restrictions and vehicle body geometry impose
parametric uncertainty to the air �ow through the
throttle body�

In addition to the parametric uncertainty the mean�
value model characterization of the multicylinder breath�
ing process introduces several sources of unstructured un�
certainty�

�



� high order actuator dynamics �see Part I�

� sensor dynamics

� Helmholtz dynamics �see Part I�

Based on the calculated cylinder air charge � �m�
the on�line parameter estimator uses the recursive least�
squares algorithm to update the feedforward controller pa�
rameter �� We update � at time step j using the infor�
mation at time step j � 	� and the observed cylinder air
charge and inputs at time step j� �m�j� and u�j�� Namely�
the parameter � is adjusted so that �m is approximated as
well as possible in the �nite dimensional space de�ned by
the basis functions � � ���� � � � � �m�� It can be shown that
� should be updated in the subspace de�ned by the basis
functions ��j� � ��u�j���

��j� � ��j � 	� � ���j�� ���

The following fact is used to evaluate � � �m�j� �

��j�T ��j� � ��j�T ��j � 	� � ���j�T��j�� Solving for ��

we get � � �
��j�T ��j�

�
�m�j� � ��j�T ��j � 	�

�
� Therefore�

equation ��� reduces to the Kaczmarz s algorithm �Astrom
and Wittenmark� 	�����

��j� � K�u�j�� �m�j�� ��j � 	�� �

��j � 	� � ��j�

��j�T ��j�

�
�m�j� � ��j�T ��j � 	�

�
� �	��

The algorithm is initialized at j � 	 with ��j�	� � �o and
performed for each cylinder separately� Recall� �� is the
feedforward controller parameter obtained from nominal
engine data� In case of excess noise or random error in
the estimated cylinder cylinder air charge �m� the updating
formula for the parameter � is modi�ed to the stochastic
approximation algorithm�

��j� � ��j � 	� � P �j���j�
�

�m�j� � ��j�T ��j � 	�
�
�

�		�

where� P �j� �
�Pj

k�� ��k���k�
T
�
��

�

� Cylinder Air Charge Estimation
The controller designed thus far is based on accurate

estimation of the individual cylinder air charge to update
the feedforward controller parameters� It is important�
therefore� to derive a cylinder air charge estimator based
on conventional and inexpensive sensors� In this section
we describe how to use the mass air �ow through the throt�
tle body �MAF � and intake manifold absolute pressure
�MAP � measurements to extract information about the
actual air trapped in each individual cylinder�

We start by summarizing the state�space representa�
tion of the multicylinder breathing dynamics� Let the

state vector � �
�
pm pc� � � � pcn

�T
� then�

�� � f

�
B���

�
�	
ul�
���
uln



�� �
�
�	
ud�
���
udn



��

CA �

�
�	
mc�

���
mcn



�� � hz ��� � performance variables

�
pm
m�

�
� hy ��� � measurements�

where� pm is the intake manifold pressure� pci is the ith

cylinder pressure� mci the ith cylinder air charge� and uli
and udi the valve lift and duration respectively�

By processing the measured outputs using MAP and
MAF sensors we calculate the quantities�

yk � �
Vm

RT
�pm��k � 	���� pm�k��� �

Z �k����

k�

�m��t�dt�
�	��

which we call induced measurements� Intake manifold
pressure is sampled at least every fundamental event
�� � ���

nN
� triggered by crankangle position when each

cylinder reaches top dead center �TDC�� Mass air �ow
is measured and averaged over each fundamental event�
Figure � shows schematically the signal processing for the
induced measurements� The inputs to the engine� ulk and
udk � are applied at time k� �beginning of event k�� while
the quantity yk is obtained at time �k�	�� �end of event
k�� Thus� yk is delayed by a fundamental event from the
inputs to the engine� Let the state�to�induced measure�
ments map be

yk � Fy
�
�
�k���k�����

�
� �	��

O

O
O
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Figure �� Signal processing for the induced measurements�

The induced measurements contain information for
the individual cylinder air charge� Recall the equation
governing the rate of change of manifold pressure�

dpm�t�

dt
�

RT

Vm

�
�m��t� �

nX
i��

�mci�t�

�
� �	��

Integration of equation �	�� over a fundamental event re�
sults in

pm��k � 	���� pm�k�� �

RT
Vm

hR �k����
k� �m��t�dt�

R �k����
k�

Pk

i�k�n�� �mci�t�dt
i
�

�



Rearranging this equation and using �	�� leads to

yk �

Z �k����

k�

kX
i�k�n��

�mci�t�dt� �	��

First� note that in the case of a ��cylinder engine with
IV Di � 	��o i � 	� � � � � � each cylinder has separate
breathing process from all the other cylinders �no cylinder
overlap�� and the induced measurement yk at time �k�	��
corresponds to the cylinder air charge of cylinder k

yk �

Z �k����

k�

�mck�t�dt � mck � �	��

Secondly� consider the breathing conditions during the
event �k�� �k � 	��� with r cylinders simultaneously in�
teracting with the intake manifold� i�e�� with r�cylinder
overlap� The quantity yk can be expressed in terms of the
cylinder air charge of cylinders k � r � 	� � � � � k�

yk �
R �k����
k�

Pk

i�k�n�� �mci�t�dt �

R �k����
k� �mck�r�� �t�dt� � � ��

R �k����
k� �mck�t�dt��	��

Let the fraction of the ith cylinder air charge during event
k be �see Figure ��

�ik �
	

mi

Z �k����

k�

�mci �t�dt� �	��

The induced measurement �Eq� 	�� can now be expressed
as

yk � �k�r��k mk�r�� � � � �� �kkmk� �	��

where� mi� i � k�r�	� � � � � k is the cylinder air charge of
cylinder i� It is evident that

Pl�r��
k�l �lk � 	� The fraction

�ik depends on the valve lift and duration of cylinder i

and can be pre�calculated based on nominal engine data�
It is obvious that in case of unknown cylinder�to�cylinder
maldistribution the nominal �ik will dier from the real
fractions� �ik� By construction� however� the error in the
fractions � s will be smaller than the error in the cylinder
air charge�

To simplify the discussion we �rst consider the case
of the ��cylinder engine� The intake valve duration �ud�
is normally less than ���o� Thus� even during malfunc�
tion in the actuator closing timing� we can safely assume
that there is at most ��cylinder overlap �r � ��� We then
provide the general procedure for the cylinder air charge
estimation for arbitrary number of cylinders �n� and ar�
bitrary number of cylinder overlap �r��

��� ��cylinder Engine Case
At low�to�medium engine speeds there is no need for

cylinder overlap for the ��cylinder ��stroke engine� For
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event k event k+1
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Figure �� Mass air �ow and air mass fractions of ��cylinder
overlap�

high speeds� however� operating with IV D � 	��o is re�
quired in order to achieve maximum torque� Recall from
Part I� that at high speed there is not enough time for
the intake valve to reach maximum lift� thus� it is neces�
sary to increase the duration beyond bottom dead center
�BDC�� Speci�cally� there is a ��cylinder overlap �r � ��
in the ��cylinder engine at an engine speed of ���� RPM
with an intake valve duration equal to ���o� Recall that
the event duration is 	��o of crank angle� Using the mea�
surements during cycle j and equation �	��� we calculate
the following induced measurements�

y�j � ��j���j m�j�� � ��j�jm�j

y�j�� � �
�j
�j��m�j � �

�j��
�j��m�j��

y�j�� � �
�j��
�j��m�j�� � �

�j��
�j��m�j��

y�j�	 � �
�j��
�j�	m�j�� � �

�j�	
�j�	m�j�	�

����

For constant valve inputs the engine reaches its equilib�
rium which is a limit cycle� and consequently each of the
arguments in Eq� �� becomes periodic �with period ���
This inherent periodic nature of the breathing process al�
lows us to lift the linear time�variant �LTV� system to a
��input ��output linear time invariant �LTI� system�

Yj � AjMj or� in expanded form�

�
y�j y�j�� y�j�� y�j�	

�T
�

�
���	

	� �
�j��
�j�� �

�j
�j � �

� 	� �
�j
�j �

�j��
�j�� �

� � 	� �
�j��
�j�� �

�j��
�j��

�
�j��
�j�� � � 	� �

�j��
�j��



�����

�
m�j�� m�j m�j�� m�j��

�T
�

where� we exploit the fact that m�j�	 � m�j��� �
�j�	
�j�	 �

�
�j��
�j��� and �k��k � 	 � �k��k��� for all k during quasi�static

�



engine conditions� Note that Yj is the measurement vector
and Mj is the cylinder air charge vector� To ensure that
the periodic conditions are satis�ed we perform the es�
timation only during constant pedal position which does
not require changes in valve inputs� Note also that the
cylinder air charge vector lags the measurement vector by
�r�	� events� where r is the maximumnumber of cylinders
drawing air from the intake manifold �r � � in ��cylinder
case�� Estimation of the cylinder air charge vector de�
pends on the values of the entries of matrix Aj� i�e�� the
values of the mass fractions ��kk�� Values for the �kk are
calculated using the nominal simulation model� Figures �
and � show nominal �kk data as functions of vd and vl at
engine speeds of 	��� and ���� RPM� respectively� For
the estimator implementation we ignore the small depen�
dence of �kk on vl�
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A qualitative description of the nonlinear behavior of
the �kk s follows� Note that if vd � 	��o then �kk � 	 since
there is no cylinder overlap �r � 	�� For vd � 	��o� two
distinct patterns of behavior are observed� First� consider
the case where the mass air �ow into the cylinder � �mc�

is positive until the intake valve closes� The fraction of
the cylinder air charge during the �rst 	��o ��kk� will be
less than 	� Indeed� this happens at N � 	��� RPM and
small intake valve lifts� �vl�� and at N � ���� RPM for the
whole range of lifts �vl�	�� mm�� A completely dierent
behavior for the �kk is observed when the air �ow into the
cylinder reverses its direction at some value vd � vdo �

	��o� In this case� the fraction �kk is a decreasing function
of vd in the range 	��o � vd � vdo � and increases with
vd for vd � vdo �according to Eq� �	���� In Figure � the
value of �kk is greater than 	 for vd � 	��o and vl � � mm
due to the backward air �ow from the cylinder into the
runners after bottom dead center�

Observability of the individual cylinder air charge de�
pends on the the values of �kk� Namely� the determinant
of the matrix Aj is calculated as

det�Aj� � �	� ��j���j����	� ��j�j��	� ��j���j����	� ��j���j����

�
�j��
�j���

�j
�j�

�j��
�j���

�j��
�j�� ��	�

is always nonzero because �ll � ��� for l � �j � 	� �j� �j�
	� �j � �� The estimated cylinder air charge can be found
by Mj � A��j Yj �

��� General Case
Individual cylinder air charge estimation for arbitrary

number of cylinders� n� and arbitrary �but reasonable r �
n
� � number of cylinder overlap� r� is given by

�
ynj ynj�� � � � ynj�n��
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As in the ��cylinder engine case� the observability of
the individual cylinder air charge depends on the deter�
minant of the n� n matrix in ����� and consequently� on
the values of �kk� The following lift and duration values
result in conditions for an unobservable system�

��cylinder engine 	��cylinder engine
vl � �mm and vd � 	���	o vl � �mm and vd � 	����o

vl � �mm and vd � 	����o vl � �mm and vd � 	����o

The above lift and duration values are few examples for
which the n�n matrix �n � � or n � 	�� in ���� becomes
singular� During operation under unobservable conditions
the estimation algorithm can be deactivated� For other
conditions where this matrix is not singular the estimated
cylinder air charge can be found by using �����

�



� Closed Loop Controller Algorithm
In this section we describe the closed loop algorithm

merging the adaptive feedforward controller �Section ��
with the cylinder air charge estimation �Section ��� It is
important to note here that cylinder air charge estima�
tion and the windowing process is reset when there is a
change in cylinder air charge demand �mdes� or engine
speed �N �� The resetting mechanism can be implemented
using a bound that depends on the signal�to�noise ratio of
the pedal position and speed sensor�

In the following two subsections we discuss the iter�
ative closed loop agorithm for the ��cylinder engine in
detail� and we formulate the general algorithm for an n�
cylinder engine with r�cylinder overlap�

��� ��Cylinder Engine Case
With no loss of generality� the algorithm is initial�

ized with the input u� � �ul� � ud�� � C�mdes� ��� to
the fourth cylinder during event � �initial event�� where
�� � �o is calculated based on the nominal engine data
�Eq� ��� The �rst iteration of the controller algorithm
�shown in Figure �� starts with the feedforward controller
calculating the control signals ui � �uli � udi� during events
i � 	� �� �� �� that is�

ui � C�mdes� �i���� ����

where� �l � �o if l � �� The conventional engine measure�
ments � �m� and pm� are used to compute the quantities
y�� y�� y	� and y� based on Eq� �	��� For simplicity� we
use here the equivalent compact state space representa�
tion �Eq� 	���

yi � Fy
�
��i���i�����

�
� ����

Note that the inputs to cylinder � during the initializa�
tion and during the �rst cycle are kept constant� u� � u��
This ensures the quasy�static periodic conditions in cylin�
der � for which the equalities �m� � �m�� and ��� � ��� are
satis�ed� and we can obtain�

�
y� y� y	 y�

�T
��

��	
	� ��� ��� � �
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�T
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In principle� we can now calculate the controller pa�
rameters �Eq� 	���

�i � �i�� � �i
�i

T �i

�
�mi � �i

T �i��

�
� K�ui� �mi� �i���� i � �� 	� �� ��

����

In the next iteration� however� only �� and �� are going
to be used� Speci�cally� �� is not used because cylinder
� has received already its inputs� u�� and� moreover� y�

has been sampled� In addition� �	 is not updated but kept
constant� �	 � �

��� in order to satisfy the periodic condi�
tions for having �m	 � �m
� and �		 � �

 in the estimation
algorithm� The feedforward controller parameters for the
next iteration can� thus� be expressed as�

��	
��
��
��
�	
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The closed loop algorithm for the ��cylinder engine is
summarized� Consider j � �� 	� � � � � � then��
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with the initial condition�
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Remark �� In the closed loop controller algorithm� n �
�r � 	� out of the n cylinders are adapted during an en�
gine cycle�
Remark �� The window of measurements �see Section � for
the de�nition of the window of measurements� advances
an engine cycle minus �r� 	� fundamental events each it�
eration of the controller algorithm� Thus� two consecutive
windows of measurements have �r� 	� fundamental event
overlap�
Remark �� The �rst event after a change in desired cylin�
der air charge �mdes� and!or engine speed �N � the algo�
rithm is initialized with the initial condition obtained from
the previous step�

�



Figure �� Flow chart of the closed loop controller algorithm
for a 	�cylinder engine with �cylinder overlap �r � ��

����� The General Case The closed loop con�
troller algorithm for the n�cylinder engine with r�cylinder
can be summarized as follows �see Figure � for the case of
��cylinder overlap�� Let the initial condition be�
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For j � �� 	� � � � �� we have��
��	
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Figure �� Flow chart of the closed loop controller algorithm
for an n�cylinder engine with ��cylinder overlap �r � ���
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	 Simulation Results
The simulations are chosen so that we test individually

all of the components of the closed loop algorithm� speci��
cally� the adaptive feedforward controller �Section �� with
the cylinder air charge estimation �Section ��� We grad�
ually increase the requirements introducing model error
and cylinder�to�cylinder overlap� Cycle�to�cycle tracking
and cylinder�to�cylinder balancing is tested under dier�
ent scenarios of engine and actuator conditions�

Figure 	� demonstrates the capabilities of the feed�
forward controller under nominal engine conditions� In
this case� the controller is expected to track the desired
cylinder air charge within one event �next �ring cylinder if
the communication and software implementation allow so�
since no estimation and adaptation are needed� Indeed�
it is shown that individual air charge follows the desired
cylinder air charge �mdes� within one event� The simu�
lation shows step changes in cylinder air charge� namely�
from ���� g at t � � sec to ��	 g at t � ��� sec� and �nally�
to ��� g at t � ��� sec� The demanded cylinder air charge
is shown by the dotted line in Subplot 	� whereas� the ac�
tual cylinder air charge is plotted with the solid line and
the markers �dierent marker for each cylinder�� Note�
that the distance between the markers corresponds to the
intake event duration for each cylinder� In this Figure�
the duration of the intake events is invariant because the
simulation is performed at constant engine speed�

The control signals �ud and ul� are shown in Subplots
� and �� The control signals for the four cylinders are
identical because the cylinders are balanced� The step
changes in the demanded cylinder air charge forces the
feedforward controller to switch between the branches of
the �L� shape �see Section ��� In the �rst engine cycle
�t � ��� ������� the value of mdes is larger than the criti�
cal air charge �mcr� and thus the feedforward controller
selects ul � � mm �subplot �� and computes the corre�
sponding ud � 	��o �subplot �� that satis�es mdes� The
small dierence between the desired and individual cylin�
der air charge is due to errors in the curve �tting used
in the feedforward controller� The closed loop controller
algorithm balances the four cylinders within three engine
cycles� The next value of mdes is less than mcr � Thus� the
feedforward controller selects ud � ��o �subplot �� and
computes ul � 	��� mm �subplot �� that satis�es mdes�
As the desired cylinder air charge increases to ��� g� the
individual air charge increases to a value less than mdes�
The parameter estimator corrects for this error within two
engine cycles�

The adaptive ability of the developed controller is
tested during step changes in engine speed� The feed�
forward controller has been designed for 	��� RPM and
step changes in engine speed alter the intake valve char�
acteristics in a signi�cant way �see Part I� Section �����
Thus� it is important to test the adaptive controller dur�
ing rapid speed changes� To facilitate visualization� we �x
the desired cylinder air charge� mdes � ��� g� The simu�
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Figure 	�� Nominal engine tracking�

lation results are shown in Figure 		� Engine speed �N �
is varied twice� At t � ���� seconds� it decreases from
	��� RPM to ��� RPM and it increases to ���� RPM
for t � 	�� seconds �Subplot 	�� During the time interval
��� ����� sec the controller corrects for curve �tting errors
within two engine cycles� As the speed decreases to ���
RPM� the control signals �ul and ud� for the �rst �ve cylin�
ders are initialized based on N � 	��� RPM conditions�
The cylinder air charge is inversely proportional to engine
speed for �xed intake valve lift and duration� Therefore�
the individual cylinder air charge �Subplot �� in the time
interval ������ ����� sec is larger than mdes� The controller
parameter estimator predicts the variation and the error
is corrected within two engine cycles� At t � 	�� sec� the
individual cylinder air charge of the following �ve cylin�
ders drops below mdes due to the increase in engine speed�
The controller then achieves air charge tracking within two
engine cycles�

The cylinder�to�cylinder balancing while tracking the
cylinder air charge demand is demonstrated in Figure 	��
In the simulation engine model we �i� reduce by 	�"
the valve eective area of cylinder � �represented by the
marker ���� and �ii� introduce the Helmholtz resonator
dynamics� The engine speed is equal to ���� RPM which
requires cylinder overlap during operation at medium�to�
high loads� Indeed� during the �rst period t � ��	 sec
there is no cylinder overlap and the controller balances
all the cylinders to the desired value� The step change
in cylinder air charge to mdes � ��� g causes ��cylinder

�
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Figure 		� Air charge regulation during engine speed changes�

overlap� Thus� this simulation emulates

� signi�cant cylinder�to�cylinder mixing�

� unknown model parameters� and

� unbalanced cylinders�

We compare the closed loop engine response �active adap�
tation algorithm� and the open loop response �we de�
activate adaptation of the feedforward controller�� In the
�rst column of subplots we adapt the cylinders at all times�
In the second column of subplots we trun o the adapta�
tion algorithm when there is cylinder overlap �t � ��	
seconds�� The intended goal is to test the engine opera�
tion when we do not achieve accurate cylinder air charge
estimation� For the comparison� let us de�ne

Etrk
def
� maxj j m

des �mj j tracking error� and ����

Emld
def
� maxi�j j mi �mj j maldistribution error�����

where� j � 	� � � � � n for n number of cylinders� The track�
ing error refers to the maximum error between the de�
sired air charge �or torque� and the individual cylinders�
The maldistribution error refers to the maximum error
between individual cylinders� Both have to converge to
zero� The tracking error aects drivability� The maldis�
tribution error aects drivability and can cause structural
problems� The tracking error �Etrk� recorded in the case
when the adaptation scheme is active is 	��" which is
small compared to the 	�" change in valve area� Sim�
ilar error �	���"� was obtained for the case where the
adaptation algorithm is turned o �top right subplot��

The maldistribution error �Emld�� in the open loop case
is� however� smaller� which indicates the bene�ts of de�
activating the adaptation scheme during large modeling
uncertainties and cylinder�overlap�
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Figure 	�� Cylinder balancing in the cylinder overlap case�
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